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ABSTRACT
Rumors can cause devastating consequences to individual and/or
society. Analysis shows that widespread of rumors typically re-
sults from deliberately promoted information campaigns which
aim to shape collective opinions on the concerned news events.
In this paper, we attempt to fight such chaos with itself to make
automatic rumor detection more robust and effective. Our idea is
inspired by adversarial learning method originated from Generative
Adversarial Networks (GAN). We propose a GAN-style approach,
where a generator is designed to produce uncertain or conflicting
voices, complicating the original conversational threads in order
to pressurize the discriminator to learn stronger rumor indicative
representations from the augmented, more challenging examples.
Different from traditional data-driven approach to rumor detection,
our method can capture low-frequency but stronger non-trivial pat-
terns via such adversarial training. Extensive experiments on two
Twitter benchmark datasets demonstrate that our rumor detection
method achieves much better results than state-of-the-art methods.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→ Artificial intelligence; Natu-
ral language processing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of rumors is a rampant phenomenon on social
media. Rumor producers can cause devastating effects by manipu-
lating public events. Information campaigns are frequently carried
out by rumor makers via social networks to promote controversial
memes, fake news, etc. with high volume of misinformation that
competes with genuine ones for dragging people’s attention to
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bogus claims. For example, during the US 2016 presidential elec-
tion, Russia reportedly had coordinated thousands of “social bots”
like covert human agents and automated programs to spread false
information by corroborating each other1. The widespread of ru-
mors has triggered huge debates and has already unprecedentedly
influenced US politics.

Social psychology literature defines a rumor as a story or a
statement whose truth value is unverified or deliberately false [1].
Fact-checking websites such as snopes.com and politifact.com rely
on manual effort to track and debunk rumors, which have obvious
limitation on efficiency and coverage. Existing automated methods
typically resort to supervised classifiers trained on a wide range of
hand-crafted features based on message contents, user profiles and
diffusion patterns [3, 8–10, 13]. To avoid feature engineering effort,
data-driven models were exploited more recently and demonstrated
state-of-the-art detection performances. For example, Ma et al. [12]
employed recurrent neural networks (RNNs), specifically LSTM and
GRU, to learn hidden features from text content of relevant posts
regarding given claims for detecting rumors. Yu et al. [20] used
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for obtaining local-global
features from the relevant posts.

Nevertheless, existing data-driven approaches typically rely on
finding indicative responses such as skeptical and disagreeing opin-
ions for detection. Rumor producers can take advantage of pro-
moted campaigns to entangle public opinions or influence collective
stances to get it widely disseminated and amplified. This poses a
major technical challenge to data-driven methods as text patterns
and other explicit features become hardly discriminative. Various
conflicting and uncertain voices that co-exist can seriously disturb
the learning (or extraction) of useful features. Figure 1 illustrates
a case of promoted campaign for the rumor about “Saudi Arabia
beheads first female robot citizen”, which shows how the popular
indicative patterns expressing skepticism and disagreement such
as “fake news", “not sure", “no truth" are inundated by the pro-
moted posts. Therefore, developing a more robust feature learner
for rumor detection is urgently desirable.

In this paper, we propose a radically new rumor detectionmethod
by leveraging the mechanism of information campaign and promot-
ing it in a controlled manner in order to achieve more robust and
effective detection. Our seemingly counter-intuitive idea is inspired
by the Generative Adversarial Networks or dubbed as GAN [6, 7],
where a discriminative classifier learns to distinguish whether an
instance is from real world, and a generative model is trained to
confuse the discriminator by generating proximately realistic ex-
amples. The harder are the generated examples to be distinguished
from real-world ones, the stronger is the discriminator that can be
1http://time.com/4783932/inside-russia-social-media-war-america/
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Figure 1: Sample responses to a rumor claim about “Saudi
Arabia beheads its first female robot citizen” in a promoted
campaign. Social bots activities are marked as red box. The
supportive responses are listed at left side and denial (or un-
certain) responses at right side. Patterns captured by exist-
ing methods are marked by dashed rectangles, and patterns
that can be missing are marked by solid rectangles.

learned. We train our generator to output challenging examples
by mimicking campaign promotions including misled grassroots
conversations with uncertain and conflicting voices, so as to push
our discriminator to strengthen feature learning from such difficult
examples for capturing more discriminative patterns. Unlike typical
GAN-style models such as in computer vision [6], which aim to
learn a strong (image) generator, our goal however is to force our
(rumor) discriminator to be more discriminative.

Intuitively, why can such a GAN-style method do better in fea-
ture learning? As shown in Figure 1, various users engagements
can easily break the past data-driven methods that typically resort
to repetitive patterns in responding posts. Due to the effect of gen-
erated campaign, high-frequency patterns such as “fake news” or
“no truth" commonly occurring in the responses of rumors and “be
true/sure” in those of non-rumors become less discriminative. As a
result, the discriminator is adjusted adaptively to focus on capturing
the relatively low-frequency patterns, such as “onion-style” and “be
nuts", which are expected non-trivial as high-frequency ones while
used to be ignored in existing feature learning methods. To retain
the discriminative power of the original high-frequency patterns,
we train the discriminator on an augmented training data with both
generated campaign-like examples and the original examples.

The main contributions of our paper are four-fold:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first generative approach
for rumor detection using a text-based GAN-style framework,
where wemake the text generator and discriminator adversarially
strengthen each other for enhancing representation learning of
rumor-indicative patterns.

• We model rumor dissemination as generative information cam-
paigns for generating confusing training examples to challenge
the discriminator of its detection capacity.
• Under the GAN-style framework, we reinforce our discriminator,
which is trained on a set of more challenging examples replen-
ished by the generator, to be focused on learning low-frequency
yet discriminative patterns.
• We experimentally demonstrate that our model is more robust
and effective than state-of-the-art baselines based on two public
benchmark datasets for the tasks of rumor detection on Twitter.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
In general, rumor detection task can be defined as a binary clas-
sification problem, which aims to learn a classifier from training
claims labeled as rumor or non-rumor for predicting the label of
a test claim. A claim is a factual (rather than opinionated) assertion
or statement that something is true, such as the example statement
“Saudi Arabia beheads its first female robot citizen” in Figure 1.

Typically, a claim is short which contains very limited context.
For reliable feature extraction, in Twitter rumor detection task,
a claim is commonly represented by a set of posts (i.e., tweets)
relevant to the claim which can be collected via Twitter’s search
function. Specifically, we represent a rumor dataset as {X }, where
each X = (y, x1x2 . . . xT ) is a tuple representing a given claim:
X consists of the ground-truth label y ∈ {N ,R} of the claim (i.e.,
Non-rumor or Rumor) and a sequence of relevant posts x1x2 . . . xT ,
where each xt can represent a post or more generally a batch of
posts in a time interval, and is indexed with a time step t . Thus, a
claim can be considered as a time sequence of relevant posts. For
clarity, we write an instance (claim) X as Xy , that is, XR denotes a
rumor and XN a non-rumor.

3 GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL LEARNING
FOR RUMOR DETECTION

Information campaigns pose challenges to existing rumor detection
models since frequent patterns indicative of veracity become dis-
torted andmisleading. Our basic idea is to strengthen representation
learning of rumor indicative features, inspired by the mechanism of
generative adversarial learning [7]. We propose a GAN-style model
where a generator attempts to promote campaigns by generating
hard examples and a discriminator aims to identify robust features
to overcome the difficulty posed by the generator. Unlike the recent
event adversarial model [18] for multi-modal fake news detection
and the neural user response generator [16] for early detection, our
idea and the adopted mechanisms are significantly different.

3.1 Controversial Example Generation
Our generative model aims to produce uncertain or conflicting
voices regarding a given claim, making the differentiation of rumor
and non-rumor harder which used to rely on repetitive patterns.

A straightforward way is to twist or complicate the opinions
expressed in the original data examples via a handful of rule tem-
plates. For instance, we can 1) incorporate enquiry expressions such
as “really?”, “is it true?”, “not sure”, etc. into responding posts; 2)
negate its stance of a post by adding a “not” after a “be” verb; and/or
3) apply antonym replacement at certain parts of the keywords, e.g.,
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Figure 2: Framework of our generator with a neural
sequence-to-sequence model. x ′t is the transformation of xt ,
assuming that the length of output sequence equals to that
of the input.

by replacing “fake” with “true”, “right” with “wrong”, etc. However,
it is difficult to generalize these rules for formally producing any
kind of controversial voices. A general approach would be to cast
our generator as trainable model that can cover a wide range of
variations of expressions.

To this end, we design two generators, one for distorting non-
rumor tomake it look like a rumor, and the other for “whitewashing”
rumor so that it looks like a non-rumor: 1) GN→R generates skep-
tical or opposing voices against non-rumor claim; and 2) GR→N
generates supportive voices towards rumor claims. We define a
function fд to formulate our generative model:

X ′y = fд(Xy ) =
{
GN→R (Xy ) if y = N ;
GR→N (Xy ) if y = R

(1)

where Xy is an original instance from training set which is either a
rumor or non-rumor, and X ′y is the transformed instance with the
generator while the label remains intact.

Considering the time sequence structure of posts in each instance,
we use a sequence-to-sequence model [11, 17] for the generative
transformation, which is illustrated in Figure 2. We encode an input
sequence Xy into a hidden vector via an RNN encoder, and then
generate the transformed sequence X ′y from it via an RNN decoder.

GRU-RNN Encoder: We batch relevant posts into time inter-
vals and treat each batch as a single unit in the time sequence,
following the similar time segmentation described in [12]. Using
RNN, we map each input unit xt ∈ Xy into a hidden vector ht , for
which we use GRU [4] to store hidden representation:

ht = GRU(xt ,ht−1;θд) (2)

where GRU(·) denote standard GRU transition equations, xt is the
input unit represented as a vector of tf*idf values of vocabulary
words computed from the posts falling into the t-th time step,
ht−1 refers to the previous hidden state, and θд represent all the
parameters of GRU.

The output of the last time step hT from the GRU-RNN encoder
will be the hidden representation of Xy . Note that the sequence
length T is not fixed which can vary with different instances.

GRU-RNN Decoder: We now describe the GRU-RNN decoder
that transforms hT into the generated sequence X ′y = x ′1x

′
2 . . . x

′
T .

Specifically, each unit is sequentially generated using GRU followed
by a softmax output function. In each step t , a softmax output layer
maps the hidden states h′t which is obtained via GRU into the target
representation x ′t+1 of a batch of posts by computing a distribution

Figure 3: Overview of our GAN-style rumor detectionmodel.
GN→R (orGR→N ) is a generator.D denotes the discriminator.

over vocabulary words:

h′t = GRU(x ′t ,h′t−1;θ ′д)
x ′t+1 = softmax(Vдh′t + bд)

(3)

where h′t−1 is the previous hidden state of GRU decoder and θ ′д rep-
resents all the parameters inside the GRU2, Vд and bд are trainable
parameters of the output layer.

3.2 GAN-Style Adversarial Learning Model
In this encoder-decoder framework, fд(Xy ) defines the policy that
generates the representation of controversial posts which are used
to confuse the discriminator based on the input Xy . A crucial issue
is how to control the generator to generate the needed. To this end,
we use the performance of discriminator as a reward to guide the
generator. Before we present the discriminator, let us introduce the
architecture and control mechanism of our GAN-style model as
shown in Figure 3, which consists of an adversarial learning module
and two reconstruction modules (one for rumor and the other for
non-rumor).

Adversarial learning module: In our model, the generators
are encouraged to produce campaign-like instances to fool the
discriminator so that discriminator can be focused on learning
more discriminative features. Such a goal suggests a training objec-
tive resembling adversarial learning [7]. We formulate adversarial
loss as the negative of discriminator loss based on the generator-
augmented training data:

LAdv = −LD (ȳ, ŷ) (4)

where LD (·) is the loss between the ground-truth class probability
distribution ȳ and the class distribution ŷ predicted by discriminator
given an input instance (see Eq. 11 for the specific form of LD ).

We combine the generated examples and original ones to aug-
ment the training set by taking the union of them, i.e., {{Xy } ∪
{X̃y }}, where X̃y = Xy ⊕ X ′y is the elementwise addition of the
original and generated examples. Note that the elementwise addi-
tion has the effect to cancel out influential high-frequency patterns
and promote the chance of important less frequent patterns for
being selected. Meanwhile, we do not want to seriously weaken
those useful features in the original example. Thus, the original
example Xy is combined with X̃y for training as shown in Figure 3.

2Note that each generator (GR→N or GN→R ) corresponds to a unique sequence-to-
sequence model. The encoding and decoding GRUs have similar yet different set of
parameters: θд and θ ′д .
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Reconstruction module: It is likely that the generator could
distort the original example towards unexpected direction by chang-
ing some essential aspects of a story. For example, the theme of
“Saudi beheads robot citizen” might get distorted as “Saudi digs
canal for Qatar” which is irrelevant and not helpful. To avoid that,
we introduce a reconstruction mechanism to make the generative
process reversible. The idea is that the opinionated voices will be
reversible through two generators of opposite direction so as to
minimize the loss of fidelity of information. We define the recon-
struction function as follows:

X ′′y = fr (Xy ) =
{
GR→N (GN→R (Xy )) if y = N ;
GN→R (GR→N (Xy )) if y = R

(5)

whereX ′′y is the reconstructed instance from an original instanceXy
via two opposite generators. We formulate the difference between
X ′′y and Xy as a reconstruction loss:

LRec =
1
T

T∑
t=1
| |xt − x ′′t | |2 (6)

where xt and x ′′t are the t-th unit in the original and reconstructed
sequences, respectively, T is the sequence length, and | | · | |2 is the
L2-norm of a vector.

Objective of optimization: The overall loss function of our
GAN-style adversarial learning is defined as linear interpolation of
LAdv and LRec :

L = αLAdv + (1 − α)LRec (7)

where α is the trade-off coefficient between adversarial and recon-
struction losses. And the objective of adversarial learning takes a
min-max form:

max
ΘD

(
min
ΘG

L

)
(8)

where ΘG = {θд ,θ ′д ,Vд ,bд} are generators’ parameters, and ΘD
are discriminator’s parameters which will be detailed in the next
section. In the min-max process, we first optimize ΘG by minimiz-
ing adversarial loss LAdv (i.e., maximizing discriminator loss LD )
and reconstruction loss LRec to generate confusing but reversible
examples; we then optimize discriminator parameters ΘD for clas-
sification by maximizing adversarial loss LAdv (i.e., minimizing
discriminator loss LD ), and note that LRec is independent of ΘD .

3.3 Rumor Discriminator
With the training data augmented with the generative processing,
the discriminator learns to capture more discriminative features,
especially from low-frequency non-trivial patterns.

We build the discriminator based on a RNN rumor detection
model [12]. Given an instance (either original or generated), the
RNNmodel first maps relevant posts xt at the t-th step into a hidden
vector st using GRU:

st = GRU(xt , st−1;θd ) (9)

where st−1 is the previous hidden vector and θd denotes all the
GRU parameters in discriminator.

Following [12], we feed the hidden vector sT at the last time step
as the representation into a 2-class softmax function for classifying
the instance:

ŷ = softmax(VdsT + bd ) (10)

Algorithm 1: Generative adversarial training procedure.
Input :A set of training claims {X }, learning rate ϵ

1 Initialize ΘG , and ΘD with random weight values;
2 for epoch from 1 to maxIter do
3 for each mini-batch {{XN },{XR }} do
4 Generate {X̃N }: {XN ⊕ GN→R (XN )} → {X̃N };
5 Generate {X̃R }: {XR ⊕ GR→N (XR )} → {X̃R };
6 Augment training set:

{
{XN } ∪ {X̃N }, {XR } ∪ {X̃R }

}
;

7 Compute loss L using Eq. 7;
/* Minimize L w.r.t. ΘG */

8 Compute gradient ∇(ΘG );
9 Update generators: ΘG ← ΘG − ϵ∇(ΘG );

/* Maximize L w.r.t. ΘD */

10 Compute gradient ∇′(ΘD );
11 Update discriminator: ΘD ← ΘD − ϵ∇′(ΘD );
12 end for
13 end for

where ŷ is the vector of predicted probabilities over the two classes,
Vd is the weight matrix of output layer and bd is the trainable bias.

The loss of discriminator is defined as the square error between
distributions of the predicted class and the ground-truth class:

LD (ȳ, ŷ) = | |ȳ − ŷ | |22 + λ | |ΘD | |22 (11)

where ȳ and ŷ are respectively the ground-truth and predicted
class probability distributions, ΘD = {θd ,Vd ,bd } are discriminator
parameters, and λ is the trade-off coefficient.

3.4 Generative Adversarial Training Algorithm
Algorithm 1 presents the iterative training process of the generators
and discriminator in our GAN-style framework. Unlike original
GAN [7] for obtaining better generators, our goal is to reinforce
the discriminator to be more discriminative and generalizable.

The generators and discriminator are alternately trained using
stochastic gradient decent with mini-batches [2]. In each epoch,
controversial examples are generated and augmented into the orig-
inal training data. We optimize the generator and discriminator
against the augmented training examples with Eq. 8 that enforces
a min-max game through steps 8-11 in Algorithm 1.

In training, we initialize model parameters with uniform distri-
bution and update them by employing the derivative of the loss
through back-propagation [5]; we iterate training until the maxi-
mum epoch number is met, which is set as 200; we fix the vocabulary
size as 5,000, the size of hidden vector as 100, and tune the hyper
parameters α , λ and ϵ using held-out dataset; post sequences take
variable length dependent of specific instances by following [12].

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
4.1 Datasets
We resort to two public datasets TWITTER [12] and PHEME [22]
for experimental evaluation3 The two datasets were used for binary
classification of rumor and non-rumor with respect to a claim via
3https://figshare.com/articles/PHEME_dataset_of_rumours_and_non-rumours/
4010619.
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Table 1: Statistics of the datasets

Statistic TWITTER PHEME
Users # 491,229 29,387
claims # 992 2,246
Non-Rumors # 498 1,123
Rumors # 494 1,123
Avg. time length / claim 1,582.6 Hours 19.9 Hours
Avg. # of posts / claim 1,111 26
Max # of posts / claim 62,827 289
Min # of posts / claim 10 12

its relevant tweets. In particular, PHEME were collected based on 5
breaking news, thus its claims overlap more than TWITTER which
was collected based on the claims reported on snopes.com. More-
over, we filtered out claims with less than 10 tweets and balanced
the number of instances of the two classes. Statistics of the resulting
datasets are given in Table 1.

4.2 Experimental Setup
We made comparisons among the following models:

DT-Rank: A Decision-Tree-based Ranking method that identi-
fies trending rumors [21] through searching for disputed claims.

DTC: A Decision Tree Classifier for modeling Twitter informa-
tion credibility [3] using various handcrafted features.

SVM-TS: A linear SVM classification model that uses time series
to model the chronological variation of social context features [13].

BOW: A naive baseline representing the texts using bag-of-
words and building the rumor classifier with linear SVM.

GRU: A RNN-based rumor detection model [12] with GRU for
representation learning of relevant posts over time.

CNN: A CNN-basedmodel formisinformation identification [20]
for learning rumor representations by framing the relevant posts
as fixed-length sequence.

GAN-GRU,GAN-CNN andGAN-BOW: Our GAN-style learn-
ing models where the discriminator adopts the data-driven models
GRU, CNN and BOW above, respectively. Since replacing GRU
with CNN or BOW as discriminator is straightforward, we omit
describing the structures of GAN-CNN and GAN-BOW.

We hold out 10% of the claims in each dataset for tuning the
hyper parameters, and for the rest of the claims, we conduct 5-fold
cross-validation and use accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure
as evaluation metrics. We implemented these models under com-
parison and will release our source codes publicly4.

4.3 Result and Analysis
Table 2–3 demonstrate the performance of all the compared models
based on the two datasets. The results indicate that ourGAN-GRU
model outperforms all the baselines, which confirms the advantage
of generative adversarial learning for rumor detection task.

It is observed that the 3 baselines based on hand-crafted features
perform clearly worse than all the 6 purely data-driven models.
SVM-TS is relatively better because it incorporate additional tem-
poral information into the conventional models. The results of

4https://github.com/majingCUHK/Rumor_GAN

Table 2: Results of comparison on TWITTER dataset

Method Class Accu. Prec. Rec. F1

DT-Rank R 0.674 0.652 0.814 0.724
N 0.716 0.519 0.602

DTC R 0.732 0.694 0.794 0.741
N 0.778 0.675 0.723

SVM-TS R 0.798 0.778 0.837 0.807
N 0.823 0.760 0.790

BOW R 0.775 0.746 0.833 0.787
N 0.811 0.716 0.761

CNN R 0.821 0.815 0.831 0.823
N 0.829 0.810 0.819

GRU R 0.835 0.821 0.858 0.839
N 0.852 0.812 0.832

GAN-BOW R 0.792 0.761 0.850 0.803
N 0.830 0.733 0.779

GAN-CNN R 0.852 0.853 0.850 0.851
N 0.853 0.852 0.852

GAN-GRU R 0.863 0.843 0.892 0.866
N 0.885 0.833 0.858

Table 3: Results of comparison on PHEME dataset

Method Class Accu. Prec. Rec. F1

DT-Rank R 0.562 0.588 0.421 0.491
N 0.549 0.704 0.617

DTC R 0.581 0.582 0.573 0.578
N 0.579 0.588 0.584

SVM-TS R 0.651 0.663 0.617 0.639
N 0.642 0.686 0.663

BOW R 0.704 0.724 0.675 0.699
N 0.687 0.734 0.710

CNN R 0.665 0.671 0.652 0.661
N 0.661 0.679 0.669

GRU R 0.742 0.737 0.753 0.745
N 0.754 0.730 0.739

GAN-BOW R 0.736 0.755 0.701 0.727
N 0.721 0.772 0.745

GAN-CNN R 0.688 0.683 0.698 0.690
N 0.695 0.678 0.685

GAN-GRU R 0.781 0.773 0.796 0.784
N 0.791 0.766 0.778

DT-Rank are poor due to the low coverage of the patterns using
the regular expressions it defined.

BOW performs surprisingly well which is comparable to or even
outperforms using hand-crafted features which confirms the advan-
tage of using the simplest data-driven approach.GRU performs the
best among all the baselines, which is not surprising since it takes
advantage of deep neural nets to capture complex hidden features
indicative of rumors beyond explicit and shallow patterns.

We conjectured thatCNN should be comparable toGRU because
both can learn deep latent features from data. This turned out to be
incorrect on PHEMEwhere CNN performs much worse. The reason
is that RNN can inherently deal with variable-length sequence while
CNN is essentially not a sequential model. The relevant posts per
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(a) TWITTER dataset (b) PHEME dataset

Figure 4: Results of rumor early detection

claim in PHEME is significantly fewer than TWITTER, rendering
lots of zero-valued input units to CNN that can worsen convolu-
tion operations, but RNN can easily get rid of zero input units by
shortening sequence length. This also explains the overall better
performance of all models on TWITTER.

Clearly, our three generative adversarial models outperform their
counterparts in baselines that are not generative adversarial. The
improvements of our models over these baselines range from 2.6%
to 5.3% on the two datasets, indicating the adversarial learning
with the generative-discriminative process is generally helpful and
effective. However, two reasons may prevent further improvements
on the two datasets: 1) The post content associated with PHEME
claims overlap heavily since they come from only 5 breaking news,
rendering high-frequency patterns more sensitive to topical cate-
gories than veracity categories. The claims in TWITTER dataset
are however easier to classify as per veracity since each of them is
an independent news topic, making high-frequency patterns well
correlated to veracity rather than topic5. The potential of GAN-
style learning by promoting the chance of low-frequency patterns
is thus somewhat limited on TWITTER. This can be implied by the
relatively lower improvement obtained on TWITTER than PHEME.
2) In addition to overlapping topics, PHEME is harder to classify
also because there are only 26 posts per claim in average, thus
useful information available is relatively limited.

Furthermore, rumor detection task emphasizes the identification
performance on the rumor category. GAN-GRU achieves the highest
recall on rumor category, indicating that more rumors can be found.
From a balanced view of precision and recall, we also observe that
the F1 scores of rumor category achieved by GAN-GRU are higher
than non-rumor category.

4.4 Early Rumor Detection
Early alerts of rumors can prevent further spreading of rumorous
content. By setting a detection delay time, only tweets posted no
later than the delay can be used for evaluating early detection
performance. We compare the accuracies of different baselines and
our models as shown in Figure 4.

The accuracies of all methods increase with elapsed time, and our
models demonstrate clear advantages at early stage. Particularly,
GAN-GRU using less than 12-hour data, has already outperformed
GRU (the best baseline) using all time data, indicating the superior

5This can be confirmed by the relatively higher performance of all models on
TWITTER.

Table 4: Examples of original and generated posts

claim [Non-rumor:] Augusta County School Close over Arabic Assignment
Believe that is scary ? Augusta County schools closed Friday ...

Real Schools are shut down for a homework assignment on Arabic
Posts Augusta County schools closed Friday... Oh, the stupid -it burns.

My god rt ; Augusta County schools closed Friday ...
Clear violation of church and state. The teacher was clearly wrong ...
The assignment in school not well with great wrong , I disagree ...
Why close school? seriously? I not believe . not sure but wrong :d

GN→R I think the assignment will be a mess , do harm to... so disappointed .
Those teacher have fault, that was crazy, not a truth , totally a rumor
I am confused of not enough report about us. Will be a joke

claim [Rumor:] Dearborn Implement Sharia Law
A satire website produces fake news for entertainment. An oninion-style ...

Real No movement implement Sharia Law Dearborn just sustain Shawarma Law
Posts Link me your source, even better, public voting record doesn‘t exist

I can assure you that no one is trying to implement Sharia Law.
Is this true? the city council of Dearborn, Michigan became the first
A Claim that Law probably offense and out of control :p
#Wakeupamerica, A Claim expose that is well great via fully report

GR→N Omg, a claim earn simultaneously smile and pleasant , Seriously?
Report that breaking for nyc, I mean it Awesome! no rumor just fact
I discover it a total fact , but claim is illegal, will appear to be wrong .

early detection performance of our model. This is due to the gener-
ation component that can enrich training data at early stage when
the volume of actual posts is generally low.

We also conduct experiments to explain why the generator can
boost the discriminator in an adversarial manner. We sample a
rumor and a non-rumor claim from TWITTER, and list some gen-
erated contents in Table 4. We observe that 1) the generations
although seemed non-grammatical are relevant to the input claim;
2) the generations can distort the real-world posts by using con-
flicting or uncertain expressions; 3) incorporating the generations
counterbalances the discriminative power of high-frequency pat-
terns (in yellow), implying a higher chance of lower-frequency
features (in blue) being captured by the discriminator.

Given the limited number of claims in the datasets, our models
perform reasonably well. This is because there are a good num-
ber of relevant tweets per claim, where many indicative patterns
exist, such as those highlighted keywords and phrases in Table 4.
Therefore, the feature space is not sparse, which is generally ad-
vantageous for generators to generate diverse campaign-style texts
and for the discriminator to capture discriminative features.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We propose a novel GAN-style model that can generate and exploit
the effect of information campaigns for better rumor detection.
Our neural-network-based generators create training examples to
confuse rumor discriminator so that the discriminator are forced to
learn more powerful features from the augmented training data. Ex-
perimental results confirm that our method is effective and robust
based on two public benchmark datasets for rumor detection on
Twitter. In our future work, we plan to use GAN to generate struc-
tured data such as rumor propagation trees to boost rumor detection
performance and compare with structured models [14, 15, 19].
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